










DAS, an abbreviation for Dynamic Attendance System, serve the purpose for Flexi 
Hour Working System. It is developed to replace the current attendance system, which is 
not computerized in Guan Seng Stationary Sdn. Bhd. By using thi ystem, the 
attendance information of all the employees will be automatically recorded. This will 
reduce the job of administrator and also reduce the cost for paper. This will help to 
increase quality and accuracy in data keeping, yet provide up-to-date and economi al 
way of information management. More important is thi propo ed y tern will pr vide 
safeguards to ensure reliability, accuracy and confidentiality of the information. 
DAS consists of several modules or sections. Staff module, which enable 
employees to view their record. Supervisor module, which enable the supervisor 
automatic report weekly and also they will be able to view the report they elected. 
Administrator module enable administrator to edit staffs' information; for example like 
adding new employees and also deleting employees. The proposed y tern will be 
develop by using Waterfall with Prototyping model. 
Tools that are chosen for the system development are Vi ual Basic .NET, Window 
2000, MS SQL Server 2000, HTML, Microsoft Phot dit r, Mi r ft Schedul r and 
Internet Information Server. 
The Web-ba ed DA is a kind of ffi e automati n whi h is d vel ped with th 
purpo e to repla e current pap nwork us ·d i11 uan 11 > tntl nary du. hd. hi 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview of Dynamic Attendance system 
Dynamic Attendance System is developed to keep up with new idea; Flexi- 
Working-Hour, which is recently been introduced, to advance and developing 
countries to comply with the countries hectic life style. 
Traffic jam and transportation problems have been major problems in these 
countries. So Dynamic-Working-Hour is introduced to eliminate this problems 
altogether. Employees will no longer have to rush to their working places at 8 am and 
back at 5 pm. Cases of tension or nervous break down will be low thus improving 
productivity. They could reach their offices at a time that is convenient to them as 
long as they fill up the certain time required in a week, say, 40 hours a week 
according to Labor Law. 
With Dynamic Attendance System, attendance records of each and e ery 
employees of a company will be calculated. Employees will key in their login time 
and log-out time according to their badge number and also password that will be 
given to them, in any computer in the working place. They will be able to view their 
record anywhere even if they are not in the offices. If in a week they did not achieve 
the intended working hour, automatically, e-mail will be send to their superior 
informing them of this misbehave. They then could consider what action should be 









to waste time on waiting for the report. Besides that, e-mail will also be send to the 
employee as a warning to them. Super administrator will be given the authority to 
delete, add and modify information in the database. 
DAS in short is design in such a way that it could be use for all types and all 
levels of working citizen; executives, offices workers, part-timers, blue-collar 
employees, white-collar employees and also complex workers. 
In my project, Guan Seng Stationary Sdn. Bhd. will be use as a test floor. 
1.2 Problems Definition 
Employees are part of the company and they determine the ups and downs of a 
company. So every details of employees should be kept to maintain its' integrity, 
quality and safety. It will also help in problem solving and decisions making 
especially when it comes to evaluating tne employees. 
In the current system, punch card system is use. These are problems that are 
found in this system: 
-$- Waste of resources 
a) Cost - Volume for documents will increase day after day because Punch 
Card system uses a lot of paper. 
b) Human resource - Attendnuce Management team will have to do extra job; 
calculating working hour m 111u111ly and gather all the 









department and updating to prepare a report for all 
supervisors. 
-$- Inefficient communication 
Staffs have to travel from one place to another to pass document. For example 
attendance management team will have to walk from their office to finance 
department just to pass the relevant document. 
Difficult Management and decisions making 
Managing and controlling attendance task become tougher since it is difficult 
to view staffs' history records. Decision making regarding employees will be 
time consuming. 
Insecure System 
Punch card system is not secure. User can easily re-adjust the time of the 
machine. 
Slow overall life cycle 
No computer usage for attendance system in the whole company. 
Employees are not 11p1/ate 
Employees could not accessed attendance information effectively to check for 











1.3 Project scope 







DAS will be implement in the whole organization for all the staffs ranging 
Interface and calculation of working hour 
On-line attendance status 
E-mail to supervisors 
Warning mail to employees 
Editing by super administrator 
Change password 
To make sure that this system completes successfully, project scope have to be 
define so that it could be completed in the assigned time. It will cover some of the 
basic requirement that will fulfill the needs for its' attendance system. 
Following are some of the functionality of Dynamic Attendance System: 
-$- Staffs can log in their own attendance and view their personal record 
-$- Supervisors get the report of staffs automatically every Friday through mail 
-$- The administrator can query the information they need 
-$- Super administrator can add, change or delete the data of the staff 
-$- It can be divided into web-based system and stand-alone s stem 
-$- The system will be able to support the growth and future enhancement 
-$- The system is stable reliable and user-friendly 
-$- omplexity r the system will be kept 10 the lowest po sible while 










1.4 Objectives and purposes 
Core objectives of the project are as below: 
-$- Enable employees log in and log out by using computer system 
-$- Enable employees to view their record of attendance 
41- Change the attendance system from Punch Card system to computerize 
-$- Ease the job of HR and Financial Department by automated the whole system. 
-$- Ease the job of administrator in writing report to submit to supervisors. 
-$- Increase efficiency and effectiveness of the attendance system 
-$- Minimize the waste of resources when printing reports and updating records. 
-$ Improve the overall life cycle 
-$ Ensure safety through access control 
-$ Increase quality and speed. 
1.5 System's Limitation 
In designing this program, a few thoughts come across that might hinder the 
system. Some of them are: 
-$- Most of the employees do not have a single knowledge of computer. Training 
will have to be given to them. 
-$- Resources allocated for this system is not aufficient. 
-$- Employees might not be able to accept the drastic change from Punch Card 
System lo Dynamic Attendmce System. 
It i difficult t find attendance systom to do re earch 011 since attendance 










1.6 System's development Scheduling 
Before each project can be built, scheduling and activities control have to be 
done to ensure that the project can be completed successfully. Scheduling is carried 
out to determine the duration for every phase. It is also to make sure that every phase 
is completed in the time stated. Control is the usage of feedback to control a project. 
This includes comparing project plan with real evolution of the project. In other 
words, control means taking the appropriate measure to reschedule a project so that 
the project can be completed timely. 
Gantt chart is an easy way to schedule a job for a project. It is a chart where 
each bar shows tasks or activities that will or is going on. Gantt Chart advantage is it 
is easy to use besides it's bar representation which shows that a particular activities or 
tasks is carry out on time. 
The length of the bar shows relative duration time that is needed to complete a 
tasks. Figure below is an example of Gantt chart where time is indicated in horizontal 
dimension and description of activity makes up the vertical dimension. This is the 











·-······ .. ····--·---·"·-·-·""··- ·------- ------ Task Name Duration Jun Jul Aug 
--·~- ·-·------·--·-·-·-- --- 
Feasibility study 2 wks 
~pt roct I Nov Dec i Jan Feb 
I I -+- +-.~ --t- ~-+----i Literature review -·---·-----····-------·----·--·- .. -·-- - .. ·-----·-·-·- ·---- 3 wks _________ -- -- .. -----·-·-···••-·> -"'·--· -----·--·""' --·-- Requirement analysis 3 wks 
System design 
-·-··- --- ~-- --·--··-·--·· .. - 
........ --·-·----- -----··--·-------··" -·· ---·-·-· ---·· 
System prototyping 4 wks 
2 wks 
Development 
__ ______________ _ _.._,_ .. ·------- 
__ ,, H_O_,,_ , ·-···----- ---- -- ·---- 
Tes ting and maintenance 4 wks 
8wks 
Documentation 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Literature Review is a section which serves to help the student understand and 
do research for their project. Thus, the student must locate previous research studies 
or current situation that have contributed to the field in a theme similar to what their 
own thesis or dissertation propose. 
Attendance system had been a major component in some of the gigantic 
companies worldwide. With 1his system, attendance and reports can be managed more 
efficiently and affectively. Most of the systems that exist in the market now are stand- 
alone. 
Prior to the beginning of organization, attendance system had contributed a lot 
in making sure that employee's detail are kept correctly. Thus enabling companies to 
grow with capable human resources. 
The first evolution of attendance system was Punch Card System which was 
introduced by our Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad due to the 
introduction of' Dasar Pan dang ke Timur' to keep record of companies' employees. 
Later, with the introduction of computer, management of attendance system is 
carried out with computer. Basic function was included in the system. This included 
key-in and key-out. This was added with functions like viewing attendance status, 
overtime culculution, 1111d application of lenvcs. n-line system was later introduced 










2.1 Definition of DAS 
DAS is an abbreviation of Dynamic Attendance System, which means new 
attendance system for dynamic hour anendance. The system is used to coUect 
attendance details of each employee of that particular organization. 
Some of the functions that it performs are clock in and clock out for employee. 
Besides that it also automatically send e-mail to supervisors informing them of their 
subordinates' attendance if they do not accomplished the intended working hour. 
Employees can also view their status when they perform clock in or clock out. This 
system also enable super administrator to edit information, in cases where employees 
forgot to clock in or clock out or to create a new account for new staffs. Warning mail 
will be send to employees if they do not fill up the stated working hour. Password can 
also be change by clicking on of the module in the system. 
It will be a web based system so that employees can easily view their status 










2.2 Review on current attendance system. 
2.2. l Optimum Solutions system 
Fig 2. 1: Optimum Solutions System 
Above is the system that I found on the web site. It is a stand-alone system. 
Modules that are in this system are: 
-$- Timecard entry 
-This modu1e allows employees to clock in and clock out 
Scheduling menu 
-This module allows user to view their schedule 
Manager's menu 
-Allows manager to approve leave and a1so work with spool files 
Administration moon 
-AJJows administrative to edit information 
Reports menu 
-Consisrs of a number of sub modules thar is use to get different report 
Setup menu 











- Administrative can easily purge the information they need. 
Utility menu 
-Consists of other sub modules 
Display menu 




It is tightly integrated to Payroll and/or Human Resources systems. 
Automation of collecting employees' time allows administrator to eliminate 
the use of time cards. 
Allows administrator to monitor their employees' time, schedule employees, 
and track attendance through various on-line displays and reports. All 
reviewing and maintenance is done on-line, so the system is "paper less". 
-$- Reduce error rate due to manually calculating timecards. (From J % to 7%) 
-$- Elimination of time cards. 
-$- Controlling unauthorized employee time. (Manually totaling and validating 
timecards truces up to 7 minutes per timecard) 
Wenlmesses 
-$- Contains too much information that a normal employee should not see. 
-$- Poor site flow design - it takes too many step and long flow of pages to 










2.2.2 ITAS (Integrated Time & Attendance System) 
Integrated Time and 
Attendance System 
LAN ID or SSN: 
Password: 
Fig 2.2: Integrated time and attendance system 
The Integrated Time and Attendance System (IT AS) is an application that 
operates under the MS Windows and Macintosh OS environment. he lT A 
application supports most aspects of tracking and reporting work hours and leave 
activity for federal employees. The application was originally developed al th 
National Science Foundation (NSF). 
After an initial rewrite of the software to adapt it to NIH r quirem nts tw 
initial two small components of the agency, the National fn srirute f r neral M di al 
Sciences and the National Human Genome Research Institute onducted a pilot I A 
went Jive at these components in May l 996. Jn early 19 7 NIH d id d t impl ment 
JTA for all 18,000 employees. 
The major Icutures of ITAS include: 
.uplur of sigti·in t111d ign-out doln for mpl s ouch work do , • ken , 

















-$- Record advance days or hours ofleave 
-$- Provide critical timecard data to the payroll system for processing payroll 
-$- Interface wirh other legacy and mission critical applications 
-$- Maintain employee profile information 
~ Apply biweekly leave accruals of annual and sick leave for applicable 
Use of most leave categories in quarter hour increments 
Online access to current leave balances 
Calculation of the employee's leave balances real-time 
Support of the Voluntary Leave Transfer Program 
Enforce user level security 
Online leave request and approval with nut matic p ting t the appropriate 
timecard upon approval 
Support changes to prior rimecards as well As current timecard 
IT AS accomplishes the following business objectives: 
Eliminate paper I imecards 
Support timekeeping by exception 
Reduce the number of data entry and ayroll error that 
systems 
Reduce the amount of time timekeepers were spending to record time and 
nttendanoe information accm itoly 
Rednc 1110 number timeke Jurs 110 d d t record time und ittendancc 
ur in urrent 
iufo111111lio11 










2.2.3 Guan Seng Stationary Attendance System 
At the moment, computer attendance system does not exist in the company. 
Current attendance management is using punch card system. Fig 2.3 shows the current 
attendance system of this company. These are some of the reason why it should 
change to Dynamic Attendance system: 
-47 The company is expanding 
-$- Using Dynamic Attendance System, a11 calculations will be computerized and 
ease Finance Department's tasks. 
-$- Lessen the use of paper. 
-$- Speed up overall life cycle 
-$- Update the employee of their current status 
-$- This system is more secure than current system 
-$- Management and decisions making will be easier 
2.2.4 Gamuda Security 
This company uses log book attendance system for security guard that are 
located at different place. In every hour, guards have to write their po ition and hat 
is the current tatus of the company under their watch. All the attendance tam had to 
be written on a book especially for this. 
This systom ha · tho same disadvantage like the previou sy tern: hi hi the 
Punch ard sy tern. Beside that this sy 'tern is not time c n ci us, mp! e can 









User login and log out using 
Punch card system. 
'lr 
Administrators calculate total time and 
transfer details into computer. 
~· 
Human Resource sort out employee work 
time 
1 r 
Managers evaluate employees 
attendance. 











There are a few software architectures available now: mainframe architecture, 
client-server architecture, two-tier architecture and three-tier architecture. 
2.3.1 Mainframe Architecture 
In mainframe system architecture, all operation is within the central host 
computer. User interacts with the host through a terminal that captures keystroke and 
sends that info to the host. Mainframe architecture is not tied to a hardware platform. 
User interaction can be clone using PCs and UNIX workstations. A limitation of 
mainframe architecture is that it does not easily supports graphical user interface or 
accesses to multiple databases from graphically dispersed sites. 
2.3.2 Client-server Architecture 
Client 
Client is a networked information requester, usually a P or workstation that 
can query database and/or other information from a server. lients rely on rvers f r 
resources, such as files, devices, and even processing power. 
Server 
Server i u c inputer, usuully a high-powered work lotion, a minicomputer, or 










dedicated to managing disk drives (file servers), database (database servers), printers 
(print servers), or network traffic (network servers). 
Client-server 
Client-server is a network architecture in which each computer or process on 
the network is either a client or a server. Client-server architecture implies a 
cooperative processing of requests submitted by a client or requester to the server 
which processes the requests and returns the results to the client. The client 
manipulates the data and presents the result to the user. 
Request 
Response 
Figure 2.4: One-to-One lient Server 
Client-server solutions can be in a many-to-one design that is more than on 










2.3.3 Two-Tier Architecture 
2-tier architecture refers to client/server architectures in which the user 
interface runs on the client and the database is stored on the server. The actual 
application logic can run on either the client or the server. There are only the 





~ Req uest c=) R~ 
Figure 2.5: Many-to-One lieut er er 















2.3.4 Three-Tier Architecture 
Three-tier architecture is a special type of client/server architecture consisting 
of three wel1-defined and separate processes, each running on a different platform: 
The three tiers consist of: 
1. Client-tier 
Client-tier is the user interface, which runs on the user's computer. 
2. Application-server-ti<.:r 
Application-server-tier is the functional modules that actually process data. 
This middle tier isn't present in 2-tier architecture i11 this explicit form, Thi 
tier protects the data from direct access by the clients. 
3. .Q.ata-servcr-tier 
Data-server-tier is a database management sy tern (DBM ) that t re th d 1tn 
required by the middle tier. 
3-Tier Architecture 










A network is nothing more than two or more computers connected together by 
a cable so that they can exchange information. There is a few types of network can be 
considered to be used in this project: LAN, WAN, Internet, intranet and extranet, 
2.4.l Local-Area Network (LAN) 
A LAN is a connection between two or more computers, which allows users to 
share files, programs, or data with a minimum of effort. A LAN is usually local this 
means that. the machines are located in one physical location -- like a building or just 
one floor of a building. A LAN tends to use just one set of networking option . • r 
example, u LAN generally uses one network operating system, one type of cable, and 
one logical topology. A LAN is usually set up for a small group of people such as a 
department or a division. A LAN is not limited to any particular computer op roting 
system. DOS, Macintosh, and UNIX can all run across a LAN. Actually, they can all 










2.4.2 Wide--Area Network (WAN) 
While the geographic distinctions of "local" and "wide" area networks imply a 
difference in the distance between network nodes that is not always the case. By 
definition, a Wide Area Network (WAN) is a government-regulated public network or 
privately owned network that crosses into the public network environment, It doesn't 
matter whether the area being bridged is across the country or across the street. If the 
geographical separation crosses over a public thoroughfare, a WAN is required to 
make the connection. 
The WAN is typically used to connect two or more loco I area nerw rks 
(LANs). As you know, a LAN is a privately owned communications syst m that is 
designed to allow users to access and share resources (computers printers s rvet ) 
with other users. LANs that are interconnected by a WAN may be located in the same 
geographical area, such as an industrial park or campus setting, or in geographically 











Internet is a collection of communication net.works interconnected across 2 or 
more LANs or sub-networks. It is a global network connecting millions of computers. 
More than .I 00 countries rue linked into exchanges of data news and opinions. 
Each Internet computer, called a host, is independent. Its operators can choose 
which Intemet services to use and which local services to make available to the global 
Internet community. 
There are variety ways to access the Internet. Most online services offer access 
to Internet services, It is also possible to gain access through a commercial Internet 
Service Provider (ISP). 
2.4.4 Intranet 
Intranet is a term used to refer to the implementation of Internet technol gie 
within a corporate organization. It is a network based on TCP/IP protocols (an 
internet) belonging to an organization, usually a corporation accessible only by the 
organization's members, employees, or others witb authorization. An intranet' Web 
sites look and net just like any other Web sites, but the firewall urroundin an 
intranet fends off unauthorized access. 
Like the Internet it elf intrnnet nre u ed t sh re informati n. cur 










less expensive to build and manage than private networks based on proprietary 
protocols. 
2.4.5 Extranet 
Extranet is a new buzzword that refers to an intranet that is partially accessible 
to authorized outsiders. Whereas an intmnet resides behind a firewall and is accessible 
only to people who are members of the same company or organization, an extranet 
provides various levels of accessibility to outsiders. User can access an extranet only 
if user has a valid usernarne and password, and user's identity determines which parts 










2.5 Security Technology 
Security is an important part in developing a web site. Without a good security 
system, a web site can be hacked and make the user to loose confidence of web site. 
SSL is considered for securing the transport of information. 
2.5.1 Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
SSL is a security protocol designed to ensure data moving between a browser 
and a server remains private. In theory, someone could intercept infonnation, such as 
a credit card number while it is in transit between the browser and die server. One 
solution to prevent information from being usable if it is intercepted i to encrypt it. 
The most widely implemented encryption system for the web at present is SSL. 
SSL is an open, non-proprietary protocol developed by Net cape 
Communication. It uses industry, accepted RSA public key cryptography for 
authentication and encryption. The SSL protocol was designed to provide a data 
security layer between TCP/IP and application protocols such as HITP Teln t 
NNTP or FTP. SSL provides data encryption, server authentication message integrity 
and optional client authentication for TCP/JP connection. 
The advantage of the SSL Protocol is that ii is application protocol 
independent. A "higher level" application protocol e.g. I ITP, FTP TELNET etc.) 
can layer on top of the SL Protocol tran patently. The S' Protocol can neg tint an 
encryption nlg rithm and se sion key a well us auth nticate u erver b fore the 
llJlplicntion protocol t11111 init or r ociver it fir t yto of dnh1. AH f the upplic ti n 










2.6 Tools Consideration 
Following are the tools that will be considered before the implementation: 
tl7 Platform development 
tl7 Database management system 
~ Web server 
$ Web development technology 
tl7 Data access technology 
$ Others 
2.6.1 Platform development 
Proper planning had to be made to ensure that no cln h happ n b twc n 
applications. Operating system (OS) is a platform that perfonn basic tasks uch a 
recognizing input from keyboard, sending output to screen, keeping track f files and 
directories on disk, and controlling peripheral devices such as disk drives and printers. 
Besides that, makes sure tha different program and u er running at the 
same time do not interfere with each other. For security en ur s that unauth ri d 
users do not acce s the ystem. S provides 11 s ftwal" platf rm t all \J applicari 
programs run on it. 
Thus 11 fow plntforms ore being considered in tlii e ti n. The m I popular 











UNIX is a much older operating system that was created in the late 1960s. 
UNIX is designed to provide a multi-user, multitasking system for use by 
programmers. It began as an open source project that became widely used in 
Universities, scientific Jabs, and by the U.S. government, Tbe philosophy behind the 
design of UNIX was to provide simple and powerful utilities that could be pieced 
together in a flexible manner to perform a wide variety of tasks. Over the years, 
hundreds of talented programmers contributed their own improvements to Unix 
making it extremely robust, stable, and fast, 
However, UNIX is more difficult to learn and isn't as widely supported as 
Microsoft Windows 2000. 
2.6.1.2 Windows 98 
Windows 98 is based on the popular Microsoft Windows 95 p rating 
System, and is designed for the consumer market. Windows 95/98 were designed for 
backward compatibility with older DOS and l 6bit programs, as well a providing a 
platform for the newer (back in 1995) 32 bit programs. 
Windows 98 works better by making It imple t ucce s the Internet and by 
providing better system performance along with en ier yst m diagn tic and 
maintenance, With Windows 98, user ' system plnys better us well with iupport f r 
tho lat·est yniphic ; ound, nnd multim din teehnologios, the ability to c, ily add and 










enables users to watch TV on PC. Besides that, Windows 98 is compatible with more 
software (including games) and hardware. 
2.6.1.3 Linux 
Linux has gradually become a popular operating system for Internet/ Intranet 
serving purposes. With a host of performance enhancements that will benefit Web 
sites and Internet sites of all sizes, Linux is a stable and high-performance operating 
system for Internet usage. 
Linux has made progress, primarily in functionality important to Internet 
infrastructure and Web server capabilities, including a greater selection of drivers 
easier installation; GUI-based front ends for Web administration and window 
management. 
2.6.1.4 Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is Microsoft's latest version of popular Windows NT Op rating 
System. It is used to run software applications, connect to Internet and intranet sites, 
and access file , printers, and network resources. 
Built on Windows NT® technology and the easy-to-u e, familiar Window 
98 user interface, Windows 2000 Profossionul gives u crs in .ren d 0 i iliry. The 
chun es, bo~h fundamental and co metic, huv msde Wind w 2 00 fa. ter, m re 










The integrated Web capabilities let users connect to the Internet from 
anywhere, at anytime=giving companies access to host of flexible cost-effective 
communications options. User support and administrative staff will particularly 
appreciate the reliability and manageability enhancements that make desktop 
management simpler and more efficient. Windows 2000 Professional lets user: 
~ Work how and where users want 
-$- Rely on PC to be up and running with enterprise level quality. 
-$- Work the way user did with Wlndows 98, only much faster. ombine the ease of 
Windows 98 with the manageability, reliability, and security of Windows NT, at 
speeds 30 percent faster than Windows 98 on PCs with 64 MB of RAM or more. 
-$- Communicate, share information, and use the Internet quickly and ea ily. 
With integrated support for Internet-enabled application , bu ine s ofrware 
developers incorporate tho new ways to create and share inform iti n made 
possible by the Internet. 
2.6.2 Database management system 
Database is a computerized record keeping ystem [IO]. M re completely it i 
a system involving data, the hardware that physically stores that data, the software 
that utilizes the hardware' file y uem in order to t 1 the data and to pro id a 
tundurdized method for retrieving or chnngin tho dntu und finally, the v h 










Databases were created to solve the problems with file-oriented systems in 
that they were compact, fast, easy to use, current, accurate, allowed the easy sharing 
of data between multiple users, and were secure. The important thing is that a 
database allows you to store data and get it or modify it when you need to easily and 
efficiently regardless of the amount of data being manipulated. For multiple purpose 
use, not only file system but also database management systems (DBMS) were 
expected powerful in this sense. The effectiveness of the database include: 
-$- Ensuring the data can be shared among users for a variety of applications. 
-$- Maintaining of the data is accurate and consistent. 
-$- Ensuring that all data required for current and future application will e readily 
available. 
-$- Allowing the database to evolve the needs of the users grow. 
-$- Allowing the users to construct their personal view of the data without cone rn 
the way data are physically stored. 
Web-besed DAS attendance system is n sy tern which needs to handle and 
process a large volume of data. We need au application such as database management 
system, which can manage ond accoss the data nnd maintaining it integrity. tab 










easier to eliminate most of the system's data consistency, data anomalies and data 
structural dependency problems. 
There are some good points from the perspective of using integrated data as 
databases (11.]. 
-$ Decrease the redundancy of data by integrates the data. 
~ Unnecessary to keep the consistency of redundant data. 
~ Easier protection from hackers. 
-$- Unnecessary to create the same data for each program. 
Some of the databases that are being considered are Microsoft L 
2000, Microsoft Access 2000, and Oracle 8i. 
2.6.2..t Micl'osoft SQL Server 
Performance, scalability, and reliability are essential, and time to market i 
critical. Beyond these core enterprise qualities, SQL Server 2000 provide agility to 
data management and analysis, allowing organization t adapt quickly and efully 
to derive competitive advantage in a fast-changing environment. A c mpl te daraba 
and data analysis package, QL Server 2000 opens the door to the rapid de elopment 
of 11 new generation of eruerprise-cln» bus in s upplication tho! can give company a 
critical competitiv ndvuntuge, Th record-hold r f uuportun: b nchm irk uwnrds fi r 










providing core support for Extensible Markup Language (XML) and the ability to 
query across the Internet and beyond the firewall. 
Fully Web-Ennbled 
SQL Server 2000 provides extensive database programming capabilities built 
on Web standards. Rich XML and Internet standard support give user the ability to 
store and retrieve data in XML format easily with built-in stored procedures. User can 
also use XML update grams to insert, update and delete data easily. 
Access to data through the Web will be easy. With SQL Server 2000, user can 
use HTTP to send queries to the database, perform full-text search on documents 
stored in database, and run queries over the Web with natural language. Powerful 
flexible Web-based analysis is much easier. SQL Server 2000 Analy is Services 
capabilities are extended to the Internet. User can access and manipulate cube data by 
means ofa Web browser. 
Highly Scalable and Reliable 
Achieve unparalleled scalability and reliability with SQL Server 2000. With 
scale up and scale out capabilities, SQL Server meets the needs of demanding e- 
commerce and enterprise applications. 
SQL Server 2000 takes advantage of symmetrical multiprocess r SMP) 
systems. SQL Server nterprise dition can u e up t 32 proces ior and 64 GB of 
RAM. 
Scale out distributes th database and data I ad acros servers. 
S L Server 2000 nchiovc mu irnum aveilu ility throu h enhanced fail over 











SQL Server 2000 is the data management and analysis backbone of the 
Microsoft .NET Enterprise Servers. SQL Server 2000 includes tools to speed 
development from concept to final delivery. 
With SQL Server 2000, user can build end-to-end analysis solutions with 
integrated tools to create value from data. Additionally, user can automatically drive 
business processes based on analysis results and flexibly retrieve custom result sets 
from the most complex calculations. 
Quick development, debugging, and data transformation is possible with SQL 
Server 2000. SQL Server 2000 features the ability to interactively tune and debug 
queries, quickly move and transform data from any source, and define and use 
functions as if they were built in to Transuct-SQL. Users can visually de ign and c de 
database applications from any Visual Studio tool. 
With SQL Server 2000, it is easy to manage databases centrally alon ide all 
enterprise resources. Stay online while easily moving and copying databases acr ss 
computers or between instances. 
2.6.2.2 Microsoft acces 2000 
Increasingly, users require better tools for finding and managing data. 
Microsoft Access 2000 meets these demands by focusing on three key areas. First, 
ccess 2000 simplifies the skill set needed to create simple, u ful databas with 
improved inrorfuc offer more couai toncy plus new f eature that incr a 










data over the Web and maintain live links to a database. Finally, through its support of 
OLE DB, it can act as a front end to high-end database engines such as Microsoft 
SQL Server™, making Access 2000 databases more scalable than ever before. 
2.6.2.3 Oracle 8 
Oracle is a multi-user database. It provides unprecedented ease-of-user and is 
pre-tuned and pre-configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line-of-bus 
environment. 
Oracle includes a fully integrated set of easy-to-use management tools, full 
distribution, and replication and web features. Oracle also provides the highest levels 
of availability through fast fail over, easier management, and zero data lo s disaster 
protection, with Data Guard, the only complete data protection solution available on 
the market. 
Oracle can runs on UNIX Linux and Windows platform. H we er it 










2.6.3 Web Server 
A Web server is a program that serves Web pages upon request Every Web 
server has an JP address and possibly a domain name. For example, if a user enters the 
URL http://www.pcwebopedia.com/index.htm1 in your browser, this sends a request 
to the server whose domain name is pcwebopedia.com. TI1e server then fetches the 
page named index.html and sends it to the user's browser. Web servers and browsers 
communicate using HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), a simple but effective 
language for requesting and transmitting data over a network. 
Web servers come in various shapes and sizes. They run under a variety of 
operating systems, have varying levels of power and complexity, and range in price 
from rather expensive to free. Studies on several web servers will be carried out: 
Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) and Personal Web Server (PWS). 
2.6.3.1 Apache 
Apache is a high-end enterprise-level server developed by a loosely knit group 
of programmers. The original version of Apache was written for UNTX, but there are 
now versions that run under OS/2, Windows and other platforms. Apache has become 
the world's most popular Web server. By some estimates, it is u ed to host more than 
50% of all Web sites in the world. 
Tho keys to Apache's uttracriveness and popularity lie in tead in the qualities 









support for the server. And version 1.3.0, now in official release, is already being 
touted as the most stable and fastest version of Apache ever. 
Among the most notable features are its cross-platform support, protocol 
support (HTTP/I . 1 ), modularity ( API), security, logging, and overall performance and 
robustness. Apache distributes a core set of modules that handle everything from user 
authentication and cookies to typo correction in URLs. 
2.6.3.2 Internet Information Server (IlS) v5.0 
US is the best Web server available for Windows. This version, which comes 
exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 Server operating system, contains many new 
features along with performance and reliability enhancements. 
US v5.0 is good as both a first-time Web server for those familiar and 
comfortable with Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for hosting 
providers and large corporate installations. It handles the basics well and is bert r 
integrated in Windows than previous versions. IIS v5.0 also comes with performance 
and feature enhancements that will be attractive for mission-critical tasks. 
The ideal computer to run US on is at least a 200 MHz Pentium with 128 MB 
of RAM. Organizations should plan on doubling the RAM nnd CPU peed if they 
intend to nm Advanced Server's clustering, SQL or Transaction services on the same 










2.6.3.3 Personal Web Server (PWS) 
PWS is entry-level/mid-range server for Windows 9x/NT platforms. It is a 
scaled-down version of the commercial Information Internet Server (US) included 
with the Server edition of Microsoft Windows NT. PWS is a great entry-level Web 
server that makes it easy to publish personal borne pages, serve small Web sites, and 
share documents via a local intranet. 
PWS is one of the best servers available for helping to get users up and 
running quickly. Wizards are included to guide users through the process of setting up 
home pages and sharing files, and the PWS administrator reduces the complexity of 
actually running the Web server itself. Users can also use the familiar Explorer 
interface or PWS's Personal Web Manager to share directories, start and stop the 
server, and view Web site statistics. 
One of the best uses for PWS is as a platform for testing out Web sites on 
Windows 95/Windows NT Workstation computers before hosting them on the 
Internet. This allows users to check the validity of links, scripts and applications as 
well as to ensure that the overall organization of the site is functioning correctly. 
PWS presents the ability lo develop transactional Web applications using the 
Microsott Transaction Server. Overall, while wost large enterprises will likely bypass 
Microsoft's Persona) Web Server for the high-end Internet Information Server, PWS 
will remain one of be t available option' for imJi idu 11 wanting t serve their own 










2.6.4 Web application 
Web-based applications are computer programs that execute in a web browser 
environment. An example of such an application would be an online store accessed 
via Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. Built on the foundations of the World 
Wide Web, such applications can be run anywhere in the world at any time and are 
completely cross platform, Web applications provide a rich interactive environment 
through which the user can further define their unique online experience. 
Regardless of the specific tasks they perform, all web applications do the same 
things generically. Specifically, all web applications must do the following: 
-$- Get data from a user on the web 
$- Validate the user's data 
-$- Process that data 
ASP.net, Javascript, 1-ffML, PHP, Visual Basic.net and JSP are some of the 











Writing dynamic, high-performance Web applications has never been easier. 
ASP.NET combines unprecedented developer productivity with performance, 
reliability, and deployment. 
ASP.NET helps deliver real world Web applications in record time with easy 
programming model, flexible language options, great tool support, and rich class 
framework. 
ASP.NET lets users serve more users with the same hardware. Compiled 
execution, rich output caching, web-Fann session state, and .NET outperforms J2EE 
improved performance and scalability. 
ASP.NET ensures that application is always available to users. Memory Leak 
Deadlock and Crash Protection are used to enhance reliability. 
ASP.NET takes the pain out of deploying server applications by using "No 
touch" application deployment, dynamic update of running application and easy 
migration path. 
2.6.4.2 PHP 
PHP Hypertext· Preprocessor is on open-s urce erver- ide: HTML ernbedd 
scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages f re-commerce and ther W b 
upplications. In an 1 ITML document, PHP script (similar syntnx to that of Perl or C) 
is enclosed within pecial PHP togs. Because Pl IP i embedded within tags, tho author 










having to rely on heavy amounts of code to output HTML. And, because PHP is 
executed on the server, the client cannot view the PHP code. 
PHP offers excellent connectivity to most of the common databases (including 
Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, ODBC and many others). PHP also offers integration with 
various external libraries, which allow the developer to do anything from generating 
PDF documents to parsing XML. 
PHP is the natural choice for developers on Linux machines running Apache 
server software, but runs equally well on any other UNIX or Windows platform, with 
Netscape or Microsoft Web server software. PHP also supports HTTP sessions, Java 
connectivity, regular expressions, LDAP, SNMP, LMAP, COM (under windows) 
protocols. It also supports WDDX complex data exchange between virtually all Web 
programming languages. 
2.6.4.3 Visual Basic.NET 
Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET is the newest, most producti e version of the 
Visual Basic toolset that enables developers to address today's pressing application 
development challenges effectively and efficiently. Visual Basic .NET enables user to 
create rich applications for Microsoft Windows in Jess time, incorporate data access 
from a wider nmgo of database cenarios, create components with minimal c de, and 
build Web-based applicutions u ing the kills user already ha e. 
It i fully bject-orienred construct, and al o equipp d with XML web services 
that enable u to call component. running on any platform. With VB.N ·T, we build 









Powerful Windows-based applications can be built in less time with VB.NET. 
Build more robust Windows-based applications with less code. Using control 
anchoring and docking, programmers can build resizable forms automatically without 
the need for complex resize code. The in-place menu editor enables developers to 
visually author menus directly from the Windows Forms Designer. And, simplified 
localization and accessibility expand the reach of your rich Windows-based 
applications. 
Create Web solutions in Visual Basic .NET using the shared Web Forms 
Designer and HTML Designer. Developers can use Microsoft lntelliSense technology 
and tag completion, or choose the WYSIWYG editor for drag-and-drop authoring to 
build interactive Web-based applications using the skills user already have. 
Seamless deployment function in Visual Basic .NET, user not only can build 
applications more rapidly, but user can also deploy and maintain them with greater 
efficiency. Visual Basic .NET answers your application setup and maintenance 
problems and makes DLL overwrites a thing of the past with side-by-side versi nin 
XCOPY deployment, and Web auto-download of Windows-based applications. 
Tackle any data access scenario easily with Microsoft ADO.NET and Microsoft 
ActiveX® Data Objects (ADO) data access. The flexibility of ADO.NET enables data 
binding to any database, as ~ell as classes, collections and arrays, and provides true 
XML representation of data. Seamless access to ADO enables simple data access for 
connected data binding sconuno s. 
Improved coding foster and more effecri ely. A multitude of 
enbanccments to the code editor, including enhanced lntclli en e, mart listing of 
code for grouter r udubility quigglie , ond u buck r und mpiler f r real-time 










(RAD) coding machine. Enable flexible and simplified data access with Microsoft 
ADO.NET and Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects (ADO). 
2.6.4.4 HTML 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) in computer science, the standard 
text-fonnatting language since J 989 for documents on the interconnected computing 
network known as the World Wide Web. 
HTML documents are text files that contain two parts: content that is meant 
to be rendered 011 a computer screen; and markup or tags, encoded information that 
directs the text format on the screen and is generally hidden from the user. HTML is a 
subset of a broader language called Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), 
which is a system for encoding and formatting documents, whether for output to a 
computer screen or to paper. 
HTML allows the individual elements on the web be brought together and 
presented as a coJlection. HTML isn't the only way to present informariou on the web 
but it's the glue that holds everything together. Jn addition to being a mark-up 
language for displaying text, images and multimedia HTML provides instruction t 
web browser in order to control how documents are viewed and how they relate to 
each other. For simplicity, HTML is a very powerful language. TI1e users can add 
many functions inside HTML to make it u dynumic HTML. Be ides displaying 










2.6.4.5 JSP (JavaServer Pages) 
JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) is a web-scripting technology that can mix static 
HTML content with server-side scripting to produce dynamic output. By default, JSP 
uses Java as its scripting language; however, the specification allows other languages 
to be used, just as ASP can use other languages (such as JavaScript and VBScript). 
While JSP with Java will he more flexible and robust than scripting platforms based 
on simpler languages like JavaScript and VBScript. 
JSP provides a number of server-side tags that allow developers to perform 
most dynamic content operations. So developers who are only familiar with scripting 
or even those who are simply HTML designers, can use JSP tags for generating 
simple output. Advanced scripters or Java developers can also use the tags, or they 
can use the full Java language if they want to perform advanced operations in JSP 
pages. 
2.6.4.6 Javascript 
Javascript is a scripting language developed by Netscape to enable web 
authors to design interactive sites. Javascript is different from Java. Although it shares 
many of the features and structures of the full Java language, it was developed 
independently. Javascript can interact with HTML source code t enable web auth 
to spice up their sites with dynamic content. Java cript is endorsed by a number of 
software companies and is an Q1!Q!! language thar anyone can use without purchasing a 
license. It is supported by recent br wsora fr m Netscape and Micro oft though 










2.6.5 Data Access Technology 
DAS will require data access technology to enable communication and access 
to its various database. A few of the Microsoft Data access strategy and technology is 
reviewed and considered 
2.6.5.1 Universal Dato Access (UDA) 
UDA is a high-level specification developed by Microsoft for accessing data 
objects regardless of their structure. The strategy of Universal Data Access is to 
assure open, integrated, standards-based access to all types of data, that is from SQL 
to non-SQl, to even unstructured data across a wide variety of applications, from 
traditional client/server to the web. The main components ofUDA are ADO OLE DB 
andODBC. 
2.6.S.2 ADO (Active Data Object) 
Active Data Object (ADO) is the Microsoft's newest high-level interface for 
data objects that most applications developers will use. 
ADO is designed to evenruully replace Dara A cc ·s bje t · (DA ~ and 
Remote Data Objects (RDO). Unlike RDO and DAO, which are designed ouly for 
accessing relational databases, ADO is more general and can be used to access all 
sorts of different. types of data, including web pages, spreadsheets, and other types of 
documents. 
I\ provid C(')H istcnt ncces to dnu, f r rooting 11 front-end data ase client 









browser. ADO is the single data interface for developers creating 1 to n-tier 
client/server and Web-based data-driven applications. 
2.6.5.3 OLE DB 
OLE DB Providers are the data access engines or services, as well as the 
business logic components that these applications can use in a highly interoperable, 
component-based environment. 
OLE DB is a set of interfaces that are designed to provide data access to all 
data, regardless of type, format or location. It effectively "componentizes'' database 
and related data processing functionality, breaking it up into interoperable 
components that can nm as middleware on the client or server across a wide variety of 
applications. The OLE DB architecture provides for components such as direct data 
access interfaces, query engines, cursor engines, optimizers, business rule and 
transaction managers. 
The concept of OLE DB is to explode the database into its basic parts. OLE 
DB delivers components, external to the database, that provide this typical database 
functionality in reusable component architecture. And those component , because 
they are not directly linked to the database itself, can be shared across multiple 










2.6.5.4 ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
ODBC is a standard database access method developed by Microsoft 
Corporation. The goal of ODBC is to make it possible to access any data from ally 
application, regardless of which database management system (DBMS) is handling 
the data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a database driver, 
between an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this layer is to translate the 
application's data queries into commands that the DBMS understands. For this to 
work, both the application and the DBMS must be ODBC-compliant -- thut is, the 
application must be capable of issuing ODBC commands and the DBMS must be 
capable of responding to them. Since version 2.0, the standard supports SAG SQL. 
2.6.5.S JDBC 
JDBC technology is an API that lets you access virtually any tabular data 
source from the Java programming language. It provides cross-DBMS connectivity to 
a wide range of SQL databases, and now with the new JDBC API, it also provides 
access to other tubular data sources, such as spreadsheets or flat files. 
The JDBC API allows developers to take advantage of the Jn a platform's 
"Write Once, Rw1 Anywhere" capabilities for industrial strength, cro -platform 
applications that require access to enterprise data. With a JDBC technology-enabled 












2.6.6.1 Microsoft Photo Editor 
Microsoft photo Editor is used to capture and save some of the pictures that will be 
use in the web development. 
2.6.6.2 Microsoft Scheduler 
Microsoft scheduler is one of Microsoft product. [1 support scheduling based on time 



















Chapter 3: Methodology 
Methodology represents a particular approach or philosophy for building 
system. One is not better than other; each has its advantages and disadvantages, and 
there may be situations when one is more appropriate than another (12). These are 
several software process models such as Waterfall Model, V Model, Prototyping 
Model, Spiral Model, Code-and-Fix Model, Evolutionary Development Model, 
Transform Model, and "Fountain" Model, which prescribe the software development 
activities in a variety of contexts. Before choosing which model is more suitable 
comparisons have to be made. Below are some of the pros and cons of some of the 
models. This will help in making a wise decision. 
3.1 V Model 
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Unit and integration testing addresses the correctness of programs. The V 
model suggests that unit and integration testing also be used to verify the program 
design. That is during unit and integration testing, the coders should ensure that all 
aspects of the program design have been implemented correctly in the code. Similarly, 
system testing should verify the system design, making sure that all system design 
aspects are correctly implemented. Acceptance testing, which is conducted by 1he 
customer rather than the developer, validates the requirements by associating a testing 
step with each element of the specification; this type of testing checks to see that all 
requirements have been fully implemented before the system is accepted and paid for. 
The model's linkage of the left side with the right side of the V implies that if 
problems are found during verification and validation, then the left side of the V can 
be re-executed to fix and improve the requirements, design, and code before the 
testing steps on the right side are reenacted. In other words, the V model makes more 
explicit some of the iteration and rework that are hidden in the waterfall depiction. 
Whereas the focus of the waterfall is often documents and artifacts, the focus of the V 










3.2 Waterfall model 
The classic model of software development was the Waterfall model, which 
considered the process as progressing through a series of stages from requirements 
analysis through specification, design, coding, testing to documentation and 
maintenance. Each stage was completed before the next was started. The absence of 
any significant iteration between the different stages has led to the abandonment of 
this model. Below are some of the stages in Waterfall model: 
a) Requirements Ant1/ysis am/ Definition 
System services, constraints, and goals are established. Definitions arc 
understandable by both developers and customers. 
b) System anti Software Design 
System design partitions requirements to hardware and software systems. Sofrwm 
design represents functions as a precursor to implementable executable programs. 
c) Implementation tmtl Unit Testing 
Program units are produced. Each unit is tested to verify that it meets its 
specification. 
d) lntegr11ti'm 1md Sy~·tem Testing 
Program units arc integrated into the system. The ystern i to ted t verify that it 










e) Operations and Maintemmce 
Correct undiscovered errors, improve implementation, enhance system services, 
and modify as new requirements are mandated. 
The benefits of the Waterfall Mod~l 
Useful in helping developers describing, what they have done to clients. 
Gives software developers a high level in sight during development process. 
Ibe drawJmcks of the Warerf~U Model 
The waterfall mode] is a very alluring approach because it takes the beeline 
between specification and launch. But, there are a few major drawbacks t this way of 
organizing projects: 
Changes during product development are inevitable, costly time consuming 
and a source of disagreement between the Web agency and the client. 
No guidance on how to handle changes to products and activitie that ore 
likely to occur during development causing the thrashing of de elopment 
activitie . 
Does not reflect the way code is really developed. 









There are no insights into how each activity transforms one artifact to another, 
such as requirements to design. 
Fail to treat software as a problem-solving process since it is derived from 
hardware world, which presenting a manufacturing view of software 
development. 
3.3 Prototyping 
But experience has proven that these negative aspects can be overcome by 
using prototyping to avoid major changes during product development 
With prototyping, we can improve the cost efficiency of the dev lopment 
workflow, by allowing client and user representatives to be involved in the process 
discover interface problems at an early stage, and thus avoid major overhead on 
reworks down the line. This up-front investment will pay off in the long run. In the 
world of software design, it's a common lesson that the costs of changes grow 
exponentially throughout the development process. It's a rule of thumb that the cost of 
fixing a problem is I 0 times higher during product development, than in the peri d of 
prototyping and 100 times as high after product relea e. 
The ynh•c of urototyt>iPe 
I rot typing cnn save you both time and money b ecau it' n fn t and 
inexp nsivo wny lo ccncretize, wh 11 u requirement specification fails to do. ince 










shortcomings, misconceptions and disagreements that tend to appear as the product 
takes form. 
The full benefits of prototyping is multiple: 
Prototypes comply with the wish to show fast results to the client 
Prototyping legalizes experimentation and many revisions because it's 
inexpensive to alter 
Prototypes are easy to grasp because they simulate how the final product will 
work 
They can work as a common reference and bring a disparate team together 
Users, developers and the clients will focus on content, structure and 
functionality, and will not be distracted by the details of graphic design 
Prototypes make it possible to get a formal approval of the de ign from both 
programmers and the client before preceding the development stag 
Drnwbuck.., pf Prot9tv1•inz: 
Standardization-Prototypes particularly in a high-technology prototyping 
environment, tend to be shaped by the tools that are available mther than by 
users' needs. 
Di traction-Work on (he pr retype can toke artenti n awa from the problem 










Seduction--Developers can be trapped in an endless loop of refinement. 
Rejection-If the cost of implementing an idea is too high, ideas will be 
rejected too early in the cycle. 
Obscured historical perspective-Prototypes tend to lose the reasoning that 
went into tbem--why decisions were made, for example, or which 
requirements led to a set of behaviors or functions. 
3.4 Waterfall with prototyping 
.For this system, waterfall with prototyping model is chosen. This m del 
combines the benefits of both the Prototyping and Waterfall model thus minimizing 
the drawbacks of each model. Below is the figure model for Waterfall with 
Prototyping. Each of the steps is from Waterfall with some additional step such as 
prototyping, evaluating, and verifying. 
Waterfall Model with prototyping consists of eight singes that are depicted as 
cascading from one to another (see Figure 3.2). Each de elopment toge hould be 










1. Req11irements A11ulysis 
Understanding and determining users need by having brainstorming, eliciting 
and analyzing user requirements by having interview, survey or questionnaire 
session, collecting and specifying all the user requirements and validating 
requirements. 
1. System Design 
Outlining system functional by having feasibility studies or case studies on 
current system, determining and specifying hardware or software architecture 
and verifying system design. 
3. Program Design 
Determining and specifying program de ign and database design and verifying 
program design. 
4. Coding 
Involving programming, personal planning, tool acquisition, database 
development, component level documentation and programming management. 
5. Unit and Integration Testing 











6. System Testing 
Combining all the integrated units into a system. Testing on the system. 
Specifying, reviewing and updating of the system test and validating of 
system. 
7. Acceptance Tesd11g 
Testing on system completed. TJ1e system is delivered. 
8. Opertllion and Mainte111u1ce 
Control and maintain the system Revalidating of system. 
The system has to be validated and verified during the stage of system testing. 
The verification is to make sure that the function in the DAS works correctly and to 
check the quality of the implementation. The validation is to ensure that DAS ha 
implemented all the requirements in the specification. 
Prototyping is a sub-process and prototype is a partially de eloped product or 
a simple simulator of the actual system to examine the proposed system and o erview 
on tho functionalities. A prototype of DAS will be built regarding to the project scope 











Some of the advantages are: 
Useful in helping developers describing, what they have done to client who is 
not used to software development. 
~ Gives software developers a high level in sight during development process. 
-$- Show faster results to the client 
-$- Legalizes experimentation and many revisions because it's inexpensive to a1ter 
-$ Make it possible to get a formal approval of the design frotn both 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 Requirements gathering 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something the 
system is capable of d?ing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. First of all 
requirements will be elicit, then the requirements will be capture iu a document or 
database, the requirements are often rewritten and a verification step ensures that the 
requirements are complete, correct and consistent. 
There are varieties of technique that can be used to determine the requirements 
of the system or the users. This includes sampling and investigating hard data, 
interviewing, questionnaires, observing decision-maker behavior and office 
environment and even prototyping [ 11]. At this stage, the developer needs to know 
the details of current system functions about who are involved, what are the acti ities, 
where the work take place, when or the timing of the activities and how the current 
system's procedures are performed. 
In order to develop DAS for Guan Seng Stationary, interviewing, library 
research, and on-line research 110s been chosen as the information-gathering 
techniques because tho proposed system is strongly related to the current system on- 











Interview activities have been carried out in order to understand the loopholes 
and weakness of the current system. Besides, the documents related such as current 
time card, attendance records and so on. An interview has been conducted with a 
manager of this company, Mr. Ng who handles the current attendance system. Several 
questions have been prepared in order to understand the history of attendance in 
Malaysia and also in Guan Seng Stationary, the objective of this system how is the 
current system flow or procedure, and advantages and drawbacks of it. 
Through the interviewing, positive sign have been observed that this project is 
encourage by administrator as the paperwork has caused some problems in keeping 
records, viewing status and collecting the cards. Thus, this project is expected to 
replace the current system. Thus, opinions and suggestions given by Mr. Ng are 
needed to develop the proposed system, yet improve the current system. 
Renson8 to u!!le ipt:eryiewine; 
There are several reasons stated as below why interviewing is chosen as an 
information gathering technique. 
-$- Goals are important· information that can be gleaned from interviewing, which 
is not being able to be determined through any other data-gathering method. 
-$· Able to capture the opinions and feelings of the interviewee in rd r to 
under 1tund the current system more deeply. 
Able to di cover the key problems and solutions that the department v ont to 










Interview's question types 
Proper questioning techniques are the heart of interviewing [ 11]. The two 
basic question types are open-ended and closed. Each question type can accomplish 
different from the other, and each has benefits and drawbacks. 
Open-ended questions providing richness of detail as it allowing more 
spontaneity, revealing avenues of further questioning that may have gone untapped. 
However, open-ended questions may result in too much irrelevant detail, possibly 
losing control of the interview and allowing responses that may take too much time 
for the amount of useful infonnation gained. 
Closed questions are an alternative to open-ended questions. It limits the 
response available to the interviewee. The closed questions are getting to the point 
keeping control over the interview, covering lots of ground quickly and getting to 
relevant data, but it were failure to obtain die rich detail due to the fact that the 
interviewer supplies the frame of reference for the interviewee. 
4.1.2 Library Research 
I went to library to search books related to online system and also book 
regarding attendance syste111. Libraries that l have been to are UM Library, and some 
of the public libraries. 
Ren, gn to 110 Jibrnry ret!trnrch. 
ome of the reasons to use this technique are: 
To have o deeper midersuinding n online ystem design 
How 1111 011li110 sy1-itoin con h i111ple1no11tcd offocti ely. 










4.1.3 On-Line Research 
Since one of the major software that will be used in DAS is VB.NET, on-line 
search is important. Some of the search engines that had been used are 
http://www.google.com, http://www.yahoo.com and http://www.msn.com. 
Reason to do on-lint Research 
Reasons for using this type of research are: 
-$- Most of the software used is new. So, not much information can be found in 
the library. Alternative ways have to be chosen, for example, on-tine research. 
-$- Internet provide an accurate and straight to the point information. 









4.2 Requirement analysis 
One way to perform problem analysis is to identify people, processes, and 
resources involved and then document the relationship among them. Requirement 
analysis covers the area of functional and non-functional requirements of the DAS. 
4.2.1 Functional requirements 
A functional requirement describes en interaction between the system and its 
environment. The functional requirements probably can be divided into three 
categories, which are staff section, supervisor section and administration section as 
shown in figure below. 
Sloff~tion Sunervisor Administrntion section 
Dvnamic Attemhlnce Svstem 
Figure 4. J: Structure of the system 
The staff's section is where the sta:ffcan access the DAS system, key-in their 
badge number and password, change password and submit it. After the staffs have 
submitted the form, the status of their attendance will appear. If they do not complete 
the required working hour, wanting mail will be send t them. Supervisor's section 
will be the view report uutomatically get report, change pa word and also clock-in 
and clock out. The Admini traror section is basicully editing empl yee information 










4.2.1.1 Functional requirements for staffs 
The structure of the Staff's section is shown as below: 
Staff's section I 
,., ,, ... , .. 
Clock in, Auto View Change 
clock out wanung status password 
letter 
Fieure 4.2: Structure of Staff Section 
~lock in and dock out module 
This module let the users clock in and clock out for the day. 
Automatic warning Jetter module 
Warning Jetter will be automatically sent to users that did not complete the required 
time needed. 
View statµ!! 
Staffs will be able to view their attendance status after they login the system. 










4.2.l.2 Functional requirements for supervisor 
The structure of the Supervisor section is shown as below: 
I Supervisor I 
I 
I I l I 
View report Auto get Change Clock in, 
report password clock out 
Figure 4.3: Structure of Supervisor Section 
Yiew renort module 
Supervisors will be granted the permission to view report of all the employees. 
Automntic get montblv report module 
This report only has information about those who did not finish the required hour in a 
week. 
Change password module 
Different password will be given to supervisors to enable them to view report. 









4.2.1.3 Functional requirements for Administrator 
The structure of the Administrator section is shown as below: 
Administrator 
I 
Edit Change Clock in, View 
information password clock out status 
Figure 4.4: Structure of Administrator Section 
Change password module 
Different password will be given to administrator to enable them to edit informati n. 
Clock in and clock out module 
Administrator will have to clock in and clock out. Automatic calculation will b d ne 
every week to acquire the accumulated working hour for each employee. 
Edit information 
Admini trat r will have the privil ic to dit mpl y es' inf rrnati n. 
Vi ·w st.ntus 










4.2.2 Non- functional requirements 
Non-functional requirements are the other factors that must be taken into 
consideration in the systems development cycle (18]. These requirements are very 
subjective but they p1ay important role to en ure the sy tern robu tne and 
successfulness. The non-functional requirements define the y t m pr pertie and 
constraints. Examp1es of system properties are ecurity, functi nality u ability and 
user friendliness of the system, m dularity and maintainability f th y tern 
correctness, robustness, and reliability and dependability of the y tern. 
Below are the y tern property de cripti n : 
Security 
d y tern ha al urity m a. ur t minirni th ri k f 
expo ur t unauth rized pc pie. 
Databa e will be guarded with pa w rd t make ur that it i 
that upon I gin user will have t key in their badge numb r an 
Badge number and pa w rd ar is u d a rding l th ir pri ii 
ur . B id 
w r 
Orr ctn )SS 
A pr ram r ryst ·m mu, t p ·rat · rr · tly r it pr id littl alu t it 
rr ·tn •' · is th d · ree I whi h the ftwar p rf rm it r squir d 
·n ur · thi · appli ati n quumy I ft tin an tri' I-an - rr 









-$- Usability and user friendliness 
The DAS utilizes the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The usage of suitable 
and meaningful icons wilJ help ensure that users use the system with more 
confidence and avoid mistake made by u er unintentionally. The y t m will 
also display a confirmation me age for any non-trivial pr ce s such a 
deletion and data updating. Appropriate pr mpts and in tru ti n will b hown 
to guide the user along the peration f the y tern. The in tructi n al uide 
the users while u ing the y tern. 
Modularity and maintainability 
he sy tern din and de i n will e implem nt ·d y u in a m dular 
appr ach that it 011 be ca ily nhan d in th Iutur . ' h dur 
subr utin and m th d in th pr ram ar writ! n in m duls r. It aJ 
the pr gram ea ier t under land in the later tim . me mm n r 
r functi n are reu able. Thi will ave a I t f devel pmcnt tim an pr nt 
the c de r dundancy. at r ma int nun e t th y t m an a a l t f f rt. 
R iliubllity and d 'P indabtllty 
A sys; 'rn is aid t huv · r ·li~1 llity if it d '. n t r du r 11 
Iailur · wh ·11 it i us ·d in u r a. nabl mann r that i, in u mann ·r that 
· an I pr mpt 












The system module will be completely tested to ensure each module achieve 
its expectation. The modules will be integrated into system and system testing 
will be started after process integration. Any error that discovered during 
system testing will be solved immediately. This is to make sure the system is 
as robust as what had been expected before. 
Functionality 
The functionalities stressed here are the searching and retrieving capability, 
which is very important in any web application that deal with data retrieval 
from existing database. Besides, navigation and brow ing feature as w 11 a 
application domain-related features will be taken into account. 
4.3 Chosen Architecture and Network 
For the development of DAS, the architecture that i cho en i three-tier 
architecture. It support three well-defined and separate proce es each running n a 
different platform; client tier, application erver tier and data erver tier. 
DAS i de igned t run in a local area network, whi h i in any rnputer in 








4.4 Chosen Platform, Web Server, Database and Tools 
These are the tools that are chosen for the development of DAS: 
a) Windows 2000 
b) Microsoft SQL Server 
c) Visual Basic.NET 
d) Internet Information Server (US) 
e) Microsoft Scheduler 
t) HTML 
g) Microsoft Photo Editor 
a) Windows 2000 
For DAS, Windows is chosen as the development platform. Mi ro oft' 
Windows 2000 is built to work with a series of micropr ce r fr m th Intel 
Corporation that share the same or similar sets of instruction . 
The main rea on for choosing Microsoft's Window 2 0 a the d vel pm nt 
operating system is because most f the computer in Guan Seng Stationary Sdn.Bhd. 
are installed with Window 200 . Therefore, the implcmcntati n I th n w y tern 
can be done easily and effc lively. 
Besides that Wind w 2 00 arc m r p pulur an J ·usi ·r t us" in1 or t 










b) Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Nevertheless, as SOL Server also incorporates a world-class feature set for 
distributed client-server computing, therefore it is still chosen as database 
management system as it is strongly believed that customers who use SOL Server will 
enjoy benefits in these key areas: 
i) Reliable distributed data and transactions 
ii) Centralized control of distributed servers 
iii) Very high performance and scalability 
iv) Support for very large databases 
Advantages of SOL Server 2000: 
1. Scalability 
SOL Server provides powerful support for large databa e and c mpl x 
queries. It is scalable from laptop to multiprocessor cluster to accommodate 
terabytes of data and thousands of u ers. 
ii. Internet, Intranet and Commerce 
SOL Server is very imp rtant in Internet, Intranet and electronic 
commerce strat gy due to its cuttin -ed e f atures and . earnle inte rati n 
with Mi rosoft Wind w NT and Mier soft ffi c. · urtberrn r the 
Web A si taut nhance th erv ·r Assistant t cu ily snerate I M 
and WML fil s from L crv r data. 11 als upport Intern t databas 










information in the HTML documents, built active web sites and conduct the 
processes on the Internet. 
iii. Desktop, Mobile and Distributed System 
A single code base for all platforms, which from a laptop running 
Windows 2000 to clustered systems running Windows NT Server is provided 
by SQL Server. It enables employees and customers the ability to work with 
data reliably from everywhere. 
iv. Ease of Use 
Features provided by SQL Server ensure ea y-t -u e for databa 
administrators in building, managing and deploying bu ines application . r 
example, the Dynamic Self-Management automates many routine ta k . 
Besides, the profiling and tuning tools also help to implify the pr cc f 
finding the process of finding and fixing database problems by capturing and 
replaying server activity. 
v. Data Warehouse 
The data transforrnati n servi e make it ea y t import, export and 
transform heter gencous data usin ala a e, en ala a e 
onne tivity ( DB ) r text-only fil o , In ther wor .I uut mali di tri · uted 
update apability a r ss tw r rn re .nubl id. urth .rm r ' the 
r p siiory int ration and the p n Inf rrnati nM and 










(OLAP) and Data Transformation Services. Besides, referential integrity and 
quick operation recovery due to numerous failures are maintained. 
c) Visual Basic.NET 
Microsoft Visual Basic.NET is the most advanced and productive version of 
the Visual Basic that comprises of a few quality that make it the choice for developing 
DAS. 
i) Powerful Windows-based Applications in Less Time 
DAS can be build with less code. U ing control anchoring and 
docking, resizable forms can be build automatically without the need f r 
complex resize code. The in-place menu editor enables developer to vi ually 
author menus directly from the Windows Forms Designer. And, implifi d 
localization and accessibility expand the reach of DAS rich Windows-ba ed 
applications. 
ii) Web-based Applications 
Web solution can be created in Visual Basic .NET using the 
shared Web Forms Designer and HTML ner. Mi r ft Jntelli en e 
technol y and ta om leli n, r the WY IWY dit r an be u e f r dra - 
and-cir p auth rin to build int ra tiv W ·b~bH ed u1 pJi .ati ns u in the s_ ill 










iii) Seamless Deployment 
Applications can be build more rapidly, and also be deploy and 
maintain with greater efficiency. Visual Basic .NET answers application setup 
and maintenance problems and makes DLL overwrites a thing of the past with 
side-by-side versioning, XCOPY deployment, and Web auto-download of 
Windows-based applications. 
iv) Flexible, Simplified Data Access 
Data access scenario can be easily tackle with Microsoft ADO.NET 
and Microsoft ActiveX® Data Objects (ADO) data acce s. The flexibility f 
ADO.NET enables data binding to any database, a well as cla e 
collections, and arrays, and provides true XML repre entation of data. 
Seamless access to ADO enables simple data access for connected data 
binding scenarios. 
v) Improved Coding 
Improved coding faster and more effectively. A multitude f 
enhancements to the code editor, including enhanced IntelliSen e, mart 
Ii ting of code for greater readability, quigglie , and a backgr und compiler 
for real-time notificati n of syntax rror transform A int a rapid 
application development (RA ) 
irnplified data accc s with Mi r Ct I\ .N 1 and Mi r fl Activ X ala 









d) Internet Information Server (IIS) 
Internet Information Server (IIS) is a group of Internet servers (including a 
Web or Hypertext Transfer Protocol server and a File Transfer Protocol server) with 
additional capabilities for Microsoft's Windows NT and Windows 2000 Server 
operating systems. IIS is Microsoft's entry to compete in the Internet server market 
that is also addressed by Apache, Sun Microsystems, O'Reilly, and others. 
With IIS, Microsoft includes a set of programs for building and admini terin 
Web sites, a search engine, and support for writing Web-based applications that 
access databases. IIS is tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 Server , 
which resulting in faster Web page serving. 
US includes security features and it is easy to install. It work do ely with the 
Microsoft Transaction Server to access databases and provide control at the 
transaction level. It also works with Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery of streaming 
audio and video, delayed or live. 
e) Microsoft Scheduler 
Microsoft Scheduler will be use to chedule aut maric warning mail and al 
automatic w ~ kly r port. The mail will be 'n ·rated v .ry w · k t ·nt t , pc ific 











HTML is supported by Visual Basic.NET makes it the perfect tools for the 
development of DAS. HTML allows the individual elements on the web be brought 
together and presented as a collection. HTML provides instruction to web browser in 
order to control how documents are viewed and how they relate to each other. 
h) Microsoft Photo Editor 
Microsoft Photo Editor is tightly integrated with Windows. That make it ea y 











4.5 Hardware requirements 
• Processor (at least Pentium IV 800 MHz) 
• Memory (512 MB) 




• CD-R and CD-RW 
• Scanner 
• Printer 




















Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System Design is a phase of the waterfall that the entire requirements for the 
system are translated into system characteristics. The requirements for system are 
regarding to the analysis that had been discussed in the previous chapter. System 
design includes the following i ues: 
Network Design 
System Functionality Design 
U er Interface De ign 
Databa e De ign 
S.2Network Design 
The design of the network etup is important. The DAS only all w u 
to acce s the application. The remote u er are unabl to th appli ati n. The 
connection between the u er de ktop and the web erv r i link d with th Int rn t 
facilitie . The entire connection is connect d with T P/lP r t 1. Ther ar two 


















Fig 5.1: DAS Network Setup De ign 
Primary server 
= = = 










5.3 System Functionality Design 
5.3.1 System Structure Charts 
The objective of system structure chart is to show how the modules in DAS 
are related to each other. 
DAS 
Admini tration Supe1vi or 
Section Section 
kin l k u t 
Clock in clock out 
View report 
Vi w stntu 
Get auto report 
View status Change pa rd 
Change pa sword 
Edit information Aut v ming 
I ck in clock out I tter 
Change pas word 
Figure 5.2: Structure Chart for DAS 
A c nsi t f thr e rnaj r parts whi h are the Admini tration Section, the 
taff up rvi r lion. dmini tration ection i to 
l 'l udrnini: Intl r dit s inf rmati n, n the lher hand, the upervi or 










Finally, the Staff Section lets staffs receive warning mail and to access and to use the 
system as the end-users. 
5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a method used to graphically characterize data 
processes and flows in DAS. DFD will depict the overview of the system inputs, 
process and outputs. 
The advantages of using DFD are: 
• Further understanding of the interrelatedness of modules and sub 
modules of DAS. 
• Analysis of a proposed y tern to determine if the nece ary data and 
processes have been defined. 
DFD is easy to be understood as it ha ymb 1 that p ify th h i al 
aspects of implementation. There four ba ic ymb 1 in D D: ntity fl w f ata 
process and data tores ( ee Table 5.1). 
Symbols Attribute 
D Bntity 








/ ' r 
Process 
\. ~ \. ~ 
I I l Data Store 
Table 5.1: DFD Symbol 
The convention, which is used to de ign DFD are ba ed n th w rk y 
C.Gane and T.Sarson. The data flow is conceptualized with a top-d wn p r ti 
So, the Context Level Diagram will be drawn, foll wed by the Dia ram . Dia ram 
is an overview proce of all the major m dul in A that in lud • all th nta 












Co. num & p/word 
~Ir I Password & b.num Report 
Staffs 




mpl ycc details ~ 
~ Num c pa 
... .. Attendance w rd up r l r 
Old p/word 
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~ .... ... Sy tem Id p/w 
b.num & p/w 
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Administrator Detail ~ ..... 
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Num & p/w 
Admini trat r 
5. View R p rt 




o. num & p/word 
Old password 
Password & b.num 
4. hangc 
pa sword 
Time in, time out 1. gin, log out, 
clock in, clock out 
igurc 5.4: Diagram of DAS 
Old p/w 
w rd 
P r i ulnr 





































G t clock 
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tim 
Dl Att ndanc 
Information 
Figure 5.5: hild dia ram f 1 kin, I k ut I 111 ut 
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Data storage is considered by some to be the heart of an information system. It 
is a central source of data meant to be shared by many users for a variety of 
applications. The heart of a database is the DBMS (database management system), 
which allows the creation, modification and updating of the database; the retrieval of 
data; and the generation of reports. The main objective of database design is to make 
sure that data is available when the user wants to u e it. Apart from that, the accuracy, 
consistency and integrity of data mu t be a ured from time to time, to provide 
efficient data storage as well as efficient updating and r trieval. 
In 1976, Peter Chen had introduced the u e of the ntity-r lati n hip m d l 
(E-R Model). An E-R diagram contain many entitie , many diff rent typ f 
relation , and nurnerou attribute . The benefit f ntity R lati n hip m d lin ar 
mentioned below: 
1. Databases need to be designed and entity relation hip (ER m delin 
to design. 
an ai 
11. An ER model is a graphical representation of the 
conceptual data model. 
a hi h-l 
111. Support a u er's perception of data and 
DBMS and hardwar platf rm. 










5.4.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary or metadata can be defined as descriptions of the database 
structure and contents. Data dictionary defines the field, field type and descriptions of 
each table. 
* represent primary keys 
name: Attendance 





















Column Name Data T e Len th Allow Nulls 
10 
Tab 5.2: Attendance table 
Name: User 
Description: Login name of the users, passwords and tatu 
Column Name Allow Nulls 
~ User ID nverchsr 
Loo In nvercher 
Password nvercher 10 
FlrstName nvercher 10 
LastName nvarchar 20 
DateOfBlrth nch r 10 I/ 
Phan Numb r varch r 15 
CellNumber nchar 15 I/ 
Address nvarchar BO I/ 
Email nverch r 30 
St tus nvsrcher 10 
nverch r 20 











Description: Total minutes accumulated for the month 










Table 5.4: grandTotal table 
Name: work hour 
Description: Total minutes needed for the month 




nchar 20 I/ 
Table 5.5 Work hour Table 
Adrnini trat r 
Supervisor 
M 










5.5User Interface Design 
The design of the graphical user interface for DAS is divided into 
administrator, supervisor, and staffs screens. The criteria for the design will be easy to 
understand and easy to use. Users will not need to remember any dos commands. All 
they have to do is just a few mouse clicks. 
5.5.1 Design of screen 
The design of the graphical user interface for the DAS i divided int 
administration screen, staffs screen, and supervisor screen. T u e the functi n f the 
system, users just have to click on the selected button. The graphical int rfa e i 
basically divided into two main frames. The left frame contains the menu control 
while the right frames consist of task or the functions for the selected control . 
Following is the outlines for DAS graphical user interface: 
DD 
Function Di play 
Menu ntr I Ult JIS 










Badae Number,__ __. 
Password 
Fig 5.9 Main User interface 
5.5.2 Design of output 
The de i n f utput erve the purpose of providing the information that the 
u er need a ed n the rit ria sele ted. The A pr vide 
kly and al 
f 
I w i ne of the 
d ign f utput. 
m 1 t th minimum w rking h ur f r l war mpl 1 
thi w ek. 
Full Name Total Hour Date generated 
34:26:53 06/09/02 Graham Kenneth 
1 record( found 


















Chapter 6: System Implementation. 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the implementation of Dynamic Attendance System. System 
implementation included all the coding approach, style of writing codes, and how the 
system is being implemented. 
System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and system 
de igns into workable program codes. The initial tage of y tern implementation 
involves etting up the development environment which involved in talling pr po ed 
dev l ment to 1 to facilitate the y tern implementation. 
6.2 y t m odin 
f tran f rrnin th d i rn pe ifi ati n and data 
hapt r th 
programming t t irn 1 m nt nami · ti mdanc 
a ic .Net. In rd rt u it a I th' way V .N t w rk, and 
ome termin l 
additi n th e 
an pr iat d with it i n ary. In 
that have been considered, such as simplicity, 
data int grity nd run-time effi iency of the written program. 
a implicity 
A d pr gram hould keep its taternent a simple a p . ibl . ~ h 










$- Avoid the use of complicated tests 
-$- Eliminate tests on negative conditions. 
-$- Avoid heavy netting loops or conditions. 
$- Use parenthesis of clarity logical or arithmetic expressions. 
-$- Use spacing of readability symbols to clarity statement content. 
$- Make sure we can understand the coding if we are not the developer. 
b) Data Integrity 
Data integrity is important to Dynamic Attendance System since the data kept 
may be critical to the u er such as user information. The following rule are 
ey to en ure data integrity: 
-$- Validate all input data 
h k th plaus ibilily f imp rtant 
$- Keep th input f rrnat impl and uni rm 
-$- R ll ba k an in mpl t data a ' trans 1 ti 
f input item 
c) din ffi ien 
u t th fun ti nal m l , it f narni tt ndan e y t rn, the ize f 
ly huge, and tend to consume a lot of 
tmr ur .Hn ode efficiency is critical. The situation is resolved 
by practicing the guidelines below: 
implicity arithmetic and logical expressions before committing the code. 
arefully aluate nested loop to determine if statements or expre ion 
an e moved out ide. 









-$ Avoid the use of pointers and complex lists. 
-$- Do not use variant data types. 
-$- Use easy integer arithmetic and Boolean expressions whenever possible. 
-$- Create index key for every table in the database for easy searching and 
sorting operations. 
6.2.1 Coding Approach 
The coding approach used in the development of thi y tern is the top-down 
and bottom-up approach. By combining with approaches at different tage f c ding, 
te ting could e done on the e completed module other are being coded. 
Top down approach 
hi appr ·1 hall w th hi h r-l l m 
in the l w r m dul nly an ntry an an 
hara t ri tic 
if th 
all d a h 11. Th hi ih ·r-1 . will r Iercn c th 
a h 11 will re 'ult in an mpty 
cti n. 
hi ti n v ill n ur that th m st im rtant rn dul will b devel ped and te ted 
f the sy tern sooner. 
Dott m-up approach 
c t th t p-d ' n approach, the bottom-up approach begins with the c din of 









modules are just skeletons that call the lower modules. This approach is used if the 
criticality of lower-level modules is high and need to be completed first. 
6.2.2 Coding Styles 
Coding styles is an important attribute of source code. An easy to read source code 
makes the system easier to maintain and enhance. Elements taken into considerations 
while coding an easy to maintain and enhance system are internal documentation, 
tandard naming convention and standard graphical user interface. Internal 
documentation is achieved by using comments while coding, providing a clear guide 
to pr grammer f r future enhancement tatements of purpose indicating the functi ns 
f m dule and de cripti e mment are emb dd d int ur e de t d ribc the 
pr ce ing function . 
tandar namin 
c mp n nt i mpl y d in d th . tandard namin 
convention pr vide pr gramm r with a id ntifi ati n f variabl s while a tandard 
in u age of graphi I u r int rfa n nt pr id s th u · r an nvir JUTI ent 
that will n t general mu h urpn t th m, 
U ag f th e tan 
tandardizati n . 
a a m an t ward 
. 2.3 ding C nv ntions 
The main rea n f r u ing a consistent set of coding conventions is to standardize the 
tructure and coding tyle of DA is that programmer and th r an a il r ad and 








unambiguous source code that is consistent with other language conventions as 
intuitive as possible. Coding conventions in DAS include the following: 
-$ Object-naming conventions 
All of the objects in DAS source code have been named with a consistent prefix 
that make it easy to identify the style of object. For example, "txt" represents the 
entire text column and "cmd" is used as the prefix for all the command buttons in 
DAS. 
-$ ode commenting Convention 
A rnmenting c nvention i a brief mm nt tatem nl de cribin the 
functi nal hara teri ti f the procedure . Thi de cription hould not de ribe the 
irnpl m ntati n d tail 
re ulting in unn 
au 
mm nt maint nan 
comm nt . n the th r hand the und r r lin '- ntinuati n hara I r is alway 
there wh n r ating a 1 ng trin . 
u in way to id ntify the location and types of errors that contribute to the 
ug in the program. Debugging techniques enables the programmer to trace the error 
with minimum time required compare to a programmer without a debugging tool. The 
d u ger u ed f r the de elopment of DAS is the VB.NET debugger with the help of 









Sometimes with this message, an experienced programmer will know the 
reason for this error. However, an inexperienced programmer will need to debug the 
program to detect the error occurs because the error message is not easily 
understandable. From there, VB.NET debugger plays its role. The programmer can 
put a break point as where the error occurs and traces the error. However, sometimes 
it is impossible to develop an error free program. Therefore, it is necessary to include 
the error routine; Try, Catch, Exception and Finally. When there is an error occurs 
with this me sage the routine will tell the erver to ignore and continue with modes on 
the nest line. This routine will be implemented after all the testing had been done . 
.4 U ing ata rid ntr 1 t di play data in web f rm 
h ata rid ntr I i a pr ad h Ht Ii b und ntr I that di play a crie fr w 
and c lumn r pr ntin r fr m a data a . We an us th ata rid 
to create an appli ati n that all w the nd u r t r ad and writ I m 
The Datagrid control can b qui kly nf ur d at d 'i n time with little r n 
when you et the Data rid 
automati lly fill d an 
ataread ir pr p rt ut d .i n time th c ntr l i 
t fr m the data 
urce Datar ad r. u n th n dit the grid s columns delete, rearrange address 
lumn h ader t r dju t any columns width. 
At run time the Datareader can be programmatically switched to view a 
differ nt table or you can modify the query of the current database to return a 









6.5 Data Manipulation using SqlDataAdapter object - VB.net 
SqlDataAdapter is an easy to use yet extensible technology for adding database 
access to VB.net application. The 1st step in creating a VB.net application is to 
provide a way for SqlDataAdapter to locate and identify your data source. This is 
accomplished by means of a connection string. SqlDataAdapter uses the connection 
string to identify the Sql provider and to direct the provider to the data source. The 
provider is a component that represents the data source and express information to 
your application in the form of row sets. To establish a databa e connection, you fir t 
create an in tance f U1e connection object. After open the connection, we have to 
pen the Datar ader t r trieve the rele ant data fr m the databa e. As it name 
impli , the aiaread r j ct ha f ature that y u an u d pcndin n y ur query 
n traint f r r tri in and di. play in u s 'I r re rd. The 
Dataread r bj t maintain th p iti n f a h r r r turn d y a qu .ry thu 
enabling y u to tep thr ugh re ult ne it m at a tim . 
6.6 Summary 
hi h pt r de crib the implementation of the system being developed. It begins 
with the intr du tion to system implementation and later discusses the phase involved 
in implementing the sy tern. It is then followed by the discussion on the system 
din . In 
la rate . 


















Chapter 7- System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
Testing is an important process in developing a system. All of the system's newly 
written or modified application programs-as well as new procedural manuals, new 
hardware, and all system interfaces must be tested thoroughly. Testing of a system 
doc n t actually come at the end of the system development, but hould be carried 
out during the development phase. 
The purpo e of te ting i t en ure that the resulting component of program a well a 
the pr ram a a wh le fulfill the r uir m nt pecifi ati n and l liminate fault in 
the pr gram. ue t th rr r that ha b n d n 
y tern d i n, fault and ailur may ha p n ' n wh n th ntire y t m ha n 
developed. Ther f re th main id a f t estin I m nstrut rr In 'SS f the 
n. Th fault that program identify th err r in th 
are di covered during the t tin pr 
din 
ur v ill be rre t d. 
7.2 Type of Te ting 
Alth ugh the te ting pr in ol ed a lot of methods and testing levels, but 
ba i ally ther are 3 major tages of testing involved in the Dynamic Attendance 
1 M dule Te ting 
2 Int' rati n Te ting 










The figure below depicts the flow of testing stages involved: 
Data Test Data Test 
Module 
T st 
Sy t m 
T tin 
Data Test Data Test 
••••••••• 
Int gration T st 
] Function T st 
e 
rrcrrnnne T t 
T st 
t m R nd1 t 
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A pt d 










7 .2.1 Data Testing 
Test data was used in the execution of the program. For this system, a series of tests 
wa conducted with data that are individually designed to repre ent the real 
environment as closely as possible. 3 categories of data were used to execute the 
program and they are: 
1. Normal e t Data 
Te tin with n rmal t at data i a idure wh .r y th r ram e 
thr ugh a light and , impl t t t d t rmin wh th r th pr ram run. r n t 
and t det rmin it i rr r-fr 
11. E 'tr me Te t Data 
T ting with urem t t at dur wh r by th pr ram 
thr ugh t t. Thi t t i ne ary in order to determine the 
y tern ca a ity and how \ 11 the ystem can handle huge amounts of data 
affecting it accura y and efficiency in performance. 
J ll. 
Te tin with erroneou te t data is a procedure whereby the pr ram 









intentionally. This test is vital to determine how the program or system can 
handle such errors or incorrect data and from there, the reliability and the 
efficiency of the system can be predicted. 
7 .2.2 Module Testing 
Module testing is performed without other system module . A module consists of a 
collection of dependent components to perform a particular ta k or function. Different 
po ible test ca es are applied to the module and the test re ult would be verified. 
Unu ual re ults will e analyzed and they would help in debugging ub module in 
rder t pr du e the e ired utpul. 
h t ts arc dynami ally d 
machine. To do thi white- x te ting i x te tin i at 
de ign method that u e the ntr 1 tru tur f th pr idural de 'i n t 
ca es. It can be conducted in parall 1 £ r multi l m dul . 
n t l 
The teps for m ule te ting are: 
1. Manually ramin th impl ju t form reading through it, trying to spot 
al rithm and ynt r rror . 
11. mparing th odes with the specification defined and also with the design is 
ncce ary to en ure all rele ant cases are considered. 
111. rnpile the c de and eliminate remaining syntax faults. 











Testing in this DAS system is mainly focused on most of the modules such as login 
module, administrator module, forum module, bulletin module, results module and 
quiz module. The tutorial module is not mush tested accept for its links. 
The following section discusses some of the modules testing in detail: 
1. Login Module 
• Login as a valid user with correct login ID and pa word. Validated 
users are allowed to acce the report, update, in ert and view leave 
day. 
• L in a u er adrnini trat r r upervi r with ither inc rr t I in 
ID r pa w rd. h pr ram will alert the u er that either the 1 m 
r pa w rd i 
• L gin a admini trat 
admini trati e 
• L gin a up rvi r. r 1 all w 
n. 
11. Admini trat r M dul 
• Try t vi w all ri ting r ords in the database according to the 
cat gorie . Try to execute functions like editing, deleting and adding 
new r cord to those records. 
• Te l on all the validation controls by inputting invalid values like an 










• Test is administrators are given special access to the editing attendance 
time by login in as admin and with password that enable editing and 
updating views. 
• Test for any broken links within the module itself. 
111. Status Module 
• Test if the module enables searching the database for employees' 
current attendance tatus. Calculation on time in and time out are done 
here. 
• Te t if the date and time inserted automatically for each time in and 
time ut are c rrect. 
rv. ull tin M du! 
• icw th bull tin · y it lit! ·. • t if the tit! mat h 
• T t if th a mini trat r ar abl t maintain th m dul · y addin 
and deleting r di tin the nt nts in th m lul -. 
v. it M dul 
• T t if u IVi r n dit information in this system. It is divided into 
two categorie which is the edit user info and edit attendance info. 
• Te t if adrnin can update data. Key in various kind of character. Error 
me age pop out to inform misuse of system. 









vi. View Report Module 
• Test if the supervisor can access the view report module. 
• Test is the supervisor can generate report base on the criteria given. 
7 .2.3 Integration Testing 
The integration testing is carried out after the module te ting proce s has been done. 
When the individual component or modules are working in ati factory and meeting 
the y tern objectives during the module testing, tho e modules are then being 
combined int a wh le w rking y tern. Several independent module combined int 
a ingle y tern may cau e m unpr di t d an unexp ted rr r that r lat l th 
integrati n int rati 11 t . t ma tic appr a h 
'r 'H rs a s int .d ting th appli ati 
with interfacing f diff r nt mp n nt r m dul 
There are many approa h that can be u t d U1 int aruti n t .. 'tin 1. Th r · ar • 
the Bott m-Up Int grati n T P: 
Sandwich Int gration. F r thi 
u in ttorn-Up Int gr ti n 
" n Int rati n 
u m-Up Int rati n ha b en u ed. y 
mp n nt or module at the lowest level of the 
y t m hi rar h i t t d indi idu lly at first. Then, the next components to be tested 
all the previous components. This approach is followed repeatedly 
until all m nent or modules are included in the testing. After the integration test 
mpl t d, th err rs and faults di covered are being corrected as soon a 










The figure 7.2 below shows an example of constructed component hierarchy, whereas 




'1 ur : 










Figure7.3:Bottom up Testing 
7 .2.4 System Testing 
After all the modules are completed, the entire system must then be validated. 
Carrying out the system testing process does the validation of the system. Testing the 
whole system is very different from module and integration te ting. When the system 
testing proce i being carried out, the major difference compared tom dule and 
integration testing is that one needs to work with the entire environment of the y tern 
uch a the hardware oftware, data a e and the c mputer y t m . 
l v rify and alidat th fun ti nal and n n- 
fun ti nal rcquir m nt 
requirem nt f ynami 
Design. 
f th un ti nul and n n-Iun ti nal 
hapt r : 
There are veral type f t 111 t tin :r that an ' us d t . t st 1 
But nly 3 typ f t 111 te tin r ap li d n th 
1. Fun ti n T ting 
unction te ting focu es on the functionality of the system. It is based on the 
y tern functi nal requirement. The process is to check whether the system 
pr ide th function t do the task for example like generating a meaningful 
r ·r rt in A , ena le users to check for attendance rec rd and ditin 










n. Security Testing 
The main objective of security testing is to verify that protection mechanism 
built into the system will protect it from improper penetration. A lot of 
security is applied in the DAS system to ensure the integrity of system data 
which includes the validations of password to enter the system, is part of the 
testing is carried out too; testing the login module aggressively for any 
pos ible penetration. 
iu. Performance Te ting 
Thi part f the le tin 
the 
carried ut after the functi n te tin proce . When 
fun ti n requir d y the requirement the te tin 
t th· way in whi h th fun ti n ar p rf rm d. Thu 
n n-Iun ti nal r quir rn ·nt . The the pcrf rrnan 
purpose f thi te ting i t t t the run tim p ·rf rrnun • f the s Itware 
within the nt xt f an int rat ed 
oftware in trument . 
th hurdwure an 
7 .2.5 Acceptance T sting 
he final ta e ft tin pr b f r DAS is being accepted by the users is the 
acceptan e te ting. T sting by users \l ill reveal the errors and omission in the system 
r quir m nt de initi n becau e the acceptance testing involves testing from the users. 
'I hi will al r v al the requirement problems where the systems facilities do not 









Acceptance testing for DAS is being conducted by asking the users to experience 
themselves with the system. After completed using the system, questionnaire is 
handed out to users to ask them to evaluate the system. 
7 .3 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 7 presents the System Testing in terms of the types of testing conducted for 
the ystem. Data Te t is conducted in the first tage, the followed by unit testing. 
After that, integration te ting i carried out so that to uncover error a ociated with 
interfacing of different component or module . Sy tem te ting i carried out after 
integration te ting t make ure that the whole y tern i working with the ntire 
envir nment f th 
ace ptan e te tin . 



















Chapter 8: System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter is the final chapter that concludes the overall solution of this 
project. Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and an important 
pha e before delivery the y tern to the end user . Evaluation was related to u er 
environment, attitude , information prioritie and everal other concern that are to be 
c n idered carefully bef re effe tivene can be c ncluded. At all pha f th 
y tern appr a he , cvaluati 11 i a pr 
variety f our e and inf rrnati n. 
that ur ntinu u ly drawin n a 
At th f thi hapt r i th illu trati 11 f pr I rn 11 uni r d 
during d vel ping DA an th 
the system ha been de crib d with detail 












Besides, the system strength and system constraints have been list out as detail 
as possible in this chapter so that any weaknesses of the system can be improved in 
the future enhancements. By doing this project, the author have been trained and learn 
a lot of knowledge and experience which are extremely well for us. 
As the author develops the system, the author has exchange a lot of idea and 
experience with the lecturer, friends and course mates. Finally, the author has an 
overall conclusion for this project and this is the simplify explanation of what the 
author ha been done in this project. 
8.2 Problem and S luti n 
The foll wing are th maj r pr blem 
thr ugh the end f the y tern d vel pm nt pr ce . 
inmn f th" pr j t 
1. Diffi ult i in a pr ramrnin Ian uaa and l I . 
Th r are me w II-kn wn pr ramrnin 
can be u e to de l p a imilar data· a mana »n 'nt 
suitable t ol v a a ritical pr 
e . In additi n th a aila ilit f th r quip I I I f r 
wa al a major c n rn. 
lution:- 
e Vi ual Ba i . et a it i a newly released development tools that 
111 a 
claimed to be ery powerful. 
2. ifficultie in writing coding 











The author has make many refers to some useful reference books such as 
VB.net <How To Program> published by Prentice Hall, Beginning web 
programming using VB.net & Visual Studio.net and Professional VB.NET by 
Wrox Press Ltd. Besides, the author also refers to Microsoft Visual Studio.net 
documentation in VB.net. The author also make some reference to the web site 
to get useful information. Some of the web site that are mostly visited are 
www .expert -exchange.com www .micro oft.com and Google earch. 
3. Difficultie in evaluating the y tern 
The auth r fa ed many r lem in findin the y t m n traint an 
evaluati n. he la k f i a i due t the fa t that thi i the fir t time the 
auth r dev l pa y t m. 
luti n:- 
Rath r than thinking y h r If th auth r ha m n strute th· , st im t th· 
nd u er. The auth r g t many i a an luti 11' f th ' st im ns! rnint 
and limitati n. 
4. Diffi ulti in 1gmn a uita 1 u r int rfa e. 
e igning a plea ant l king and attracti e user interface is time consuming. 
Be ide , pr blem i encountered \ hen dealing with adjusting positions in the 
de i n icw. 
luti n:- 










8.3 Evaluation by end user 
As DAS is proposed managed the dynamic attendance timing, the final stage of 
system development which is system testing becomes critical and it needs feedbacks 
from all respective users in judging the correctness of those functionalities, precise 
data flow as well as user friendliness of the system's interfaces 
Due to the difficulties encountered in conducting DAS, cour e mate , friend 
and staff f certain mpany are ch n t valuate the y lem. The f 11 wing 
re ult , c mpliment and mment wer tain d. 
1. itive mm nt 
us 'r fri ndly 
th and 1 i al b) 
) 
2. negati e mm nt 
a n h uld 
b m m r iz f u r int rfa 
.4 y t m tr ngth 
A ha d m n !rated the following strength 
J . u er friendline 









DAS is specially designed on the principle for easy usage. As such, graphical user 
interface have been integrated into the system. The inclusion of GUI has contributed 
vastly to aid users. Users can easily capture the overview of the system without even 
referring to the User Manual. The user interface is designed in consistent manner in 
order to ea e the user' perception and shorten the learning curve especially to novice 
users. No surprises. 
2. authorization and authentication 
DAS nly allow authenti ate u er the y t rn. rre t user name an 
int A . An invalid l in m age will e 
di play d if a u r tri t u th a pli ati 11 with ut l zin in. diff 'r 'Ill privil 
are given t u r ba ed n th ir tatu . hi i t 
p rform that pe ifi fun ti n . 
nly auth riz 'du r an 
3. inf rmative me age 
A pr vid 
Be ide it ft r rte. in ta k 
rf rm ill al 
compl ted. The main 
h n a u r att m t t 
purp e f thi t inf rm u r f th ir itu tion. 
4. n is tency 
con i t nt throughout the whole system. The menus are always 
di play d at th ame p ition although the user switched from ne m dule t 










5. Relatively Fast Response Time 
Web site can be downloaded in quite a short time. Thus save time. 
6. Automatic report generation 
Email notification to supervisor informing them about their employees misbehave. 
8.5 Identified Achieved Objective 
The y tern i ucce fully pr vide the f 11 win rit ria: 
1. Inf rm employee ab ut their attendanc tatu . 
inf rrnati n 
iv. Admini trator al an updt t in crt and d 'i 't alt udun ·' inf rmati 11. 
v. Supervi or n g n rater p rt ba nth rit ria th 
VI. an rd 
vii. Mak ur that thi ata i af 
VIII. nd email (t inf rm u ut mploy e attendance tatu . ) 
rx. i play web . it in th following format: 













8.6 System Constraint and future enhancement 
As mentioned before, DAS is still not very fine to work at its full efficiency. 
Some refining work needs to be done to the system to increase its usability and 
reliability. The aspects to be refine and some suggestions to upgrade the system are as 
below: 
Stricter data type checking 
Check the input f u er tri tly u ing JavaScript to maintain the on i tency f 
data t red and av id rr r. 
etter e urity 
Acee an tri t rt a id any und ira H t. 
Admini trat r mana m nt 
add d t th 
well. 
8. 7 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
r m a tudent with a ic b6 and database knowledge, who at first did not know 
anythin a ut we application, the author is able to develop a fully working web 
ba cd : y tern u: in the late t techn logy in the market; VB.N T. With the additi nat 









semantics which are totally different from the traditional VB6 with only helps from 
books and online notes, the knowledge gained were precious and valuable. A handful 
of new experience and knowledge were gained and they are: 
1. Querying for information in the online databases, and web resources were 
made easier and more convenient, especially the project's contents itself is all 
about getting the right and precise information one needs. The loads of 
information found are intelligently digested and has helped a lot in both the 
academically part and technical parts of the DAS Sy tern. In hort the 
developer has been a whole lot smarter in getting the information he want 
compared bef re he initially undertaken this DAS project. 
11. Kn wledge f w b appli ati n lik the r le f we appli ati n 
erver , SQL S rver and h w w pa e are tran milted fr m ne de tinati n 
t an th rd tinati n wa lain d. 
Jll. New kn wl dge gain d fV .N p ially with th xpl rati n 
f the new language A P .N and 
int re ting and iall th 
ays in the mark t t ul in mun l hni ·al I irms. 
IV. r 
V. Impr ved kn wl in tyle heet ( S), HTML 
(e p cially u age of ta l f r aligning) and Dynamic HTML (DHTML). 
vi. Improved knowledge of u ing graphical tools SqlDataAdapterbe Photoshop 
7 .. All the e graphical tools are used in images editing, images creation, text 
rnanipulati n a well a de ign of the page layout. 
v11. A kn wledg ment f the u eful notepad, which is found to be helpin a 1 l in 










vm. Understand the use of learning call functions, naming the variables smartly in 
earlier programming classes as they eases the codes presentations and 
readings. 
ix. Lastly the most valuable experience gained was how to solve problems when 
sometimes certain modules or ideas doesn't work and it seemed like almost 
the end of the world as all solutions and ideas have been tried out and there 
were no one to help. 
8.8 Chapter Summary 
The y tern i the final chapter that c nclude the overall y tern. Thi hapter 
included all the pro lem and urr d durin d 
strength, y tern limitati n future nhan em nl 
fr rn th pr j t and finally th 
Meanwhile thi aluati n I l m y nd us r. 
ain d 
Comment and ugge Li n fr m th end u r had ' n put int n id erati n and 
hould be improv d in futur nhan m nt. 
Aft r this chapter i the ap endix f th pr j ·t. 1 hi· irt B t u im rtnnt 
reference for the ntir p n ui th u r n h w l u th 
with U er Manual. 
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